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** #1 New Release in Children's Cartooning Books If you like dolphins, seahorses, whales and other

marine animals you will LOVE this book. We have prepared 35 gorgeous coloring images featuring

some of the most beautiful and majestic animals on this planet. Start coloring, let your imagination

run free and the stress just flow away. Here is what you can find in our Sea World book: 35

BEAUTIFUL marine life coloring images HIGH resolution images! ONE PATTERN - ONE PAGE

print so your colors wonâ€™t run into the next page! LARGE 8x10â€• print so you can really get

those fine details! PERFECT for stress relief! HOURS of coloring fun! Design complexity ranges

from novice to coloring expert! Enjoy whales, dolphins, sharks, Orcas and other marine animals and

start coloring today! Click on the â€œLook Insideâ€• button to find out more!
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Â This adult coloring book is filled with 35 pages of sea animals to color. They are not 35 different

animals, but they are 35 different designs. Some of the animals like the turtle and the whale are

repeated but with different sizes & designs to color. You can watch my video for a simple flip

through of all the pages in the book. There are a few pages that have some pretty thick black lines

in the picture. I prefer not to have the large thick black lines because it takes away from the color in

the picture. I would rather use a black colored pencil or gel pen to make the lines thicker myself if I

choose to. The pages are not perforated. This is not an issue for me because I prefer to leave my

pages in the book. I have colored two pages so far. One with gel pens and one with colored pencils.



I will post the pictures of them in this review.The page that I colored with gel pens did leak through

to the back on some colors. It was not so much that it carried over to the next page, but it did show

through the back. Please see the picture that I have posted with this review for a view of the

backside using the gel pens. The pages could be a little bit thicker, but are not so thin that you need

to put a piece of paper in between for protection.There is a very nice mix of an intricate designs that

I can use my gel pens on and larger designs that I can use my colored pencils on. There are only a

couple of pictures with the design so small but I will find it difficult to use my gel pens on. This book

does contain a nice selection of sea creatures and I do you like the designs that are within each

picture.Pros: good mix of intricate and larger designs, printed very clear on the pageCons: gel pens

leaked through the page, parts of some pictures too small to color with fine tip gel pens.Thank you

for taking the time to read my review. I hope you found this to be helpful. Please feel free to ask any

questions you may think of. Have a blessed day and happy coloring!

Link leads to page for your info. Blank boxes stay blank, yet get msg to wait for email confirm...still

waiting a week later. Even tried 2nd time...still waiting. Wouldn't get one of their books even if

paid!UPDATE: Tried several more times but have never gotten the promised email...if someone

promises something, say a coloring book, for free but doesn't allow people to actually get it, think

that's called fraud.Also seen these designs in other coloring books...they're sourced from

Shutterstock. Check out your Adult Coloring Books (black covers), The Art of Zendoodle, and/or the

Zendoodle Coloring books series...you may have Hobby Habitat's designs elsewhere.

This Sea World Coloring Book is a nice collection of all ocean related animals and shells. Some of

the designs are duplicates that I have seen in other books, maybe 30 %. Most are designs that are

just one item centered on the page. A few are a square design a background but not full page.I love

the PDF link. It just pops up when you click on it. That is very refreshing. The author has done an

excellent job of making sure each design is properly sized and centered.I have found that I really

prefer kindle coloring books because I never have to worry about the spine of the book getting in my

way. I can choose the quality of the paper used and my pages can always be one sided.

Really love this one! I like the use of thin and thick lines in the drawings, makes for a much more

interesting picture. The images are full page and will be a pleasure to color. Each image is carefully

drawn, with lots of frills and details to color. The cover image does not do this coloring book justice.

Many of the images have room so that you can add your own backgrounds if you wish, or you can



just color them as they are.The download link works, works great, is in fact my favored way to

download, you clock on the link and you are immediately asked where you want your download to

go, no waiting on another page to load, no fuss no muss, thanks so much for that :)

I gave this 5 stars because of the quality of design. There are simpler ones that my grandson will

enjoy and more intricate ones for more advance artists. The white backgrounds enable you to

create your own watercolor environment. Near the end they have some complete underwater

environments created. This will be fun to color. Great work.

This is the most disappointing coloring book that I have ever bought! I was so excited to color sea

scenes and instead I get blurred printing on thin copier paper. Do not buy this book, it is not worth

your money.

The variety of pictures in here is really pretty cool. There are so many different ideas to color and

make your own. I can't wait to get started on it!

LOVE this one. So pretty with lots of pattern and contrast. The PDF for printing makes it very handy

for work.
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